3rd-6th Class

English

Developing skills of Comprehension
Cobh and Cabinteely in high scoring draw
Cabinteely played out an entertaining four goal thriller at home to Cobh Ramblers at
a sun kissed Stradbrook on Saturday evening. Jack Watson’s late equaliser saved
the day for Cabo who went behind twice after goals from Kevin Taylor and Jaze
Kabia for the Rams.

Cobh started with a very impressive zip and purpose to their play which was
rewarded when they took an early lead through Kevin Taylor after a Jaze Kabia
cross. However, Rob Manley scored his eleventh of the season just ninety seconds
after when he found the top corner of the net from inside the area. Cobh scored a
second after twenty minutes as Kabia turned from provider to scorer as he tapped
home at the back post after a brilliant move on the right was ended by a Stephen
Christopher cross.
Just after the hour mark, Cobh produced their first opening of the second half
through Greg Henry who set free the lightning quick Fernandes who saw his curled
effort saved by McGuinness. With time seeming to be running out for Cabinteely,
they received a bolt from the blue when Jack Watson scored at the back post and
the game finished 2-2.
Cabinteely: Stephen McGuinness; Daniel Blackbyrne, Jonny Carlin (Jack Hudson,
43), Keith Dalton (Paul Fox, 67), Eoin Massey, Jack Tuite; Kieran 'Marty' Waters
(Luke Clucas, 67), Jack Watson; Shane Barnes, Rob Manley.
Subs not used: Ben Clarke, Sean Fitzpatrick, Zak O'Neill, James Woods.
Cobh Ramblers: Paul Hunt; Charlie Lyons, James McSweeney, Ben O'Riordan,
Kevin Taylor; Stephen Christopher, Denzil Fernandes, Greg Henry, David Hurley,
Jaze Kabia (Cameron Harlson, 71), Ian Turner;
Subs not used: Matthew Lambe, Adam Mylod, Eoin O'Donovan, Michael O'Rourke.
Referee: Alan Carey.
Attendance: 250 (Estimate).
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Recall Questions (Scanning- looking for key words)
1. Name the two teams who played.
________________________________________________
2. Who won and how many goals were scored in total?
_______________________________________________
3. How many people watched the game?
___________________________________________
4. Who was the referee?
_______________________________________________________
Determining Importance (The main ideas of the text)
5. Underline or highlight the five most important pieces of information in the text.
Inference (reading between the lines-there is no wrong answer)
6. In which month of the year was this game played? __________________________
7. Why do you think this? _________________________________________________
Summarising (Retelling the most important parts of the text in your own words)
8. Write a short summary of the article on another page. (Use the answers from
number 5 to help you)

Extension/Additional Activities
Written- Suggest an alternative title for the piece- Why did you choose this title?
Oral Work (Incorporating Drama)- Work in pairs to ‘interview’ the winning and losing
managers after the game. The questions may also be written down in an extra writing
activity
Cross Curricular Linkage- Geography
Locate the home grounds of both teams on a map and trace their route- look at all the
counties on the route and note any towns or landmarks in each.
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